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Adaptability is the best way to explain senior safety Jordan Pugh's career thus far at Texas
A&M. In his three years in College Station there has been a coaching change along with three
position changes. Through all of it Pugh has become a mainstay in the minds of opponents'
quarterbacks and receivers.
After growing up in Plano and attending West Senior High School, Pugh was recruited by many
prestigious programs such as Alabama and Nebraska. The schools all liked his speed at the
cornerback position along with his ability to change games. However, before his senior season,
he came to the conclusion that Aggieland was the place for him.
"I loved the community down here," Pugh said. "The Aggie Network is the biggest thing that
hooked me in."
Coming from a strong family life, A&M seemed like the right choice for Pugh. He credits his
parents with providing him the values that are prevalent in his life today.
"I think of myself as a hard-working individual, who truly cares about people and wants to see
them succeed," Pugh said. "You can always trust me to be accountable, and I'm always looking
for the right thing to do."
Off the field, Pugh enjoys the movie "Tears of the Sun." He loves Christian rap, more
specifically Tedashii. And he said his family vacations to Destin, Fla., stand out in his mind. But
behind his affection for Bruce Willis flicks is a fearless competitor who, in three years, has made
a name for himself on the national landscape.
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Texas A&M senior defensive back Jordan
Pugh has played three positions at Texas
A&M, including cornerback, "rover" and free
safety. He has recorded 14 tackles in 2009.

Pugh came to A&M as a corner and played some in his freshman season. But in his sophomore
season, he was moved to a version of the "rover" position where he flourished. During the 2007
season, he led all defensive backs with 90 tackles, including 14 against Kansas. It was during
this 7-6 campaign Pugh had his favorite moment at Kyle Field.
"My sophomore year, and as a matter of fact, we were playing Oklahoma State," Pugh said.
"We were down 17-0 and came back to take the lead. In the back corner of the end zone near
the end of the game, they threw a pass to Brandon Pettigrew, and I knocked it away to seal the
game."
During his junior season, Pugh was moved back to cornerback where he intercepted his first
pass at A&M against Colorado. He also anchored the secondary, starting in all 12 games.
Coming into his final season at A&M, Head Coach Mike Sherman felt like Pugh could be of
better use at free safety. And in four games, he has found a knack for the position compiling 14
tackles and a fumble recovery.
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Besides his play on the field, Pugh's biggest asset may be his skills as a leader. As the only senior on the starting defense, he has
stepped up and become a voice of reason.
"It's not difficult because you have guys willing to work and willing to listen," Pugh said. "The guys are young. And, sometimes you've
got to tell them that things are going to happen. The thing is that everybody works so hard. And I learn from them too. I just try to give
them my advice on what's going to happen on the field."
As the Aggies return to action following their first loss of the season, 47-19 against Arkansas, his leadership and the bounce-back
ability of the team will be tested when Oklahoma State comes to Kyle Field on Saturday.
Pugh said if the team can cut back on errors that have plagued them thus far, then things will take care of themselves.
"We've got to limit the mistakes and just play our ball," Pugh said. "We've got to try and not do too much. Sometimes, that is our biggest
mistake. If we play our game, we'll be fine."

